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Levels of Protection5
Covers Components for Engine, Transmission, 
Turbocharger/Supercharger, Drive Axle, and Transfer 
Case.

Powertrain Protector Coverage  

Includes Powertrain Protector Coverage plus: Covers 
Components for Steering and Electrical.

Select Coverage 

Includes Powertrain Protector Coverage and Select 
Coverage plus: Covers Components for Enhanced 
Electrical, Fuel Delivery, Air Conditioning and 
Variable Dampening Suspension.

Select Plus Coverage 

Includes Powertrain Protector Coverage plus: 
Covers Components for Steering and Electrical.

Deluxe Coverage 

We will pay or reimburse you for reasonable costs to repair or 
replace any breakdown of all parts except for those items 
listed in the Exclusions Section
of the Contract.

Complete Coverage 
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A car care system designed to help your vehicle retain

its value and new car look for years to come.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS WITH NO DEDUCTIBLES

Towing/Road Service
In the event your vehicle is disabled, we 
will pay or reimburse you for receipted 
towing or road service expenses. *

Lost Key/Lock Out Services
Should your keys become lost, broken, or 
accidentally locked in your vehicle, we 
will reimburse you for receipted 
expenses.*

Rental Benefits
Rental benefits are available on approved 
claims. *

Trip Interruption Coverage
In the event a covered breakdown occurs 
more than 100 miles from your home and 
results in a repair facility keeping your 
vehicle overnight, we will reimburse you 
for receipted motel and restaurant 
expenses. *

Road Hazard Tire Coverage
We will pay or reimburse you for the 
receipted expenses for a tire repair due to 
road hazard damage, or if not repairable, 
for tire replacement. *

Payable to any ASE certified repair center 
located in all 50 states and Canada

Cancellable

*Please see your Vehicle Service Contract for benefits details.

Offered Exclusively by CAREGARD

Pre-Owned
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CAREGARD adjusters are
available 24/7/365.

CAREGARD not only covers the mechanical and electrical 

system of your car, it also provides you with additional safety 

features.

Coverage around the corner and across the country

CAREGARD coverage protects your vehicle through a 

nationwide network of authorized repair facilities with a 

convenient credit card system that even pays for claims 

occurring when you are far from home.

Coverage to fit the way you drive

With CAREGARD you can decide on the coverage that fits your 

style of driving, the vehicle options that you’ve chosen – even 

the deductible that fits your family budget.

You can ensure that your vehicle will always be there for you 

by protecting your investment with a CAREGARD Extended 

Coverage Program

MORE THAN A WARRANTY


